Abstract-In this paper a combined action/perception-oriented approach for behavior-based robot software design is proposed. Action-oriented in that context denotes that the requirements for sensor information are directly derived from the navigational tasks on the control level. Perception-oriented design on the other hand determines further supporting behaviors from the data available. Taking into account the diversity of sensors and perception algorithms on the one hand and the need for a thorough control methodology on the other, the authors introduce a generic concept for sensor data abstraction through virtual sensors. Virtual sensors are standardized data representations which offer a clear interface for behavior-based robot control systems. The design method presented accounts for both, flexibility on the sensor processing layer and consistent structures on the control layer supporting reusability, extensibility, and traceability. Results documenting the applicability to complex robotic systems are shown in a case study about the off-road platform RAVON.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous navigation in demanding scenarios requires a highly flexible control architecture in order to cope with the diversity of tasks to be fulfilled. Behavior-based approaches have proven suitable for this task due to several advantageous properties. They provide a modular approach for incrementally adding functionality to control systems, they do not depend on a central world model and therefore imply a certain robustness to erroneous sensor data. During the system design phase two main aspects have to be addressed in order to reap the above benefits. On the one hand the particular behaviors need to be implemented and on the other hand interaction between behaviors has to be modeled inside the behavior network structure [1] . The complexity of this implementation strongly depends on the accessibility of available sensor information. Therefore, in this paper an approach for the representation of sensor data in terms of virtual sensors is presented which provides different aspects and/or ranges of the environment. That way a unified access to sensor information is achieved for all behaviors leading to a simplified implementation and allowing a high degree of reusability of behavior modules. In order to illustrate applicability the concepts are exemplified on the basis of the control software deployed on the mobile offroad platform RAVON 1 (see Fig. 7 ) developed at the Robotics Research Lab at the University of Kaiserslautern. 1 RAVON → Robust Autonomous Vehicle for Off-road Navigation Team RAVON thanks the following companies for their technical and financial support: IK elektronik, Mayser, Hankook, MiniTec, SICK, DSM Computer, Hübner Giessen, John Deere, Optima, and ITT Cannon.
II. STATE OF THE ART
In the field of behavior-based control architectures purely reactive systems [2] compute control values only on the basis of current sensor data. Providing maximal reactivity to changes in the environment this technique requires that all relevant information can be extracted from the current sensory view. For complex navigational tasks with sensors which tend to have limited fields of vision this paradigm will fail. Therefore, representations and methods are required to extend the information basis of robots while avoiding the disadvantages of sense-plan-act architectures which represent the other extreme on the scale of robot control architectures.
In [3] Arkin gives an detailed overview on concepts for the standardization on the control level. From this point of view perceptional units should provide exactly the data the robot needs for its tasks, reflecting the idea or desire to be able to choose sensor information according to the control software design. On the other hand robotic system design has to consider what information can actually be derived from permanently improving sensor processing units. In this sense the approach presented here covers two aspects. The choice of required information here at first follows an action-oriented approach where the intended tasks determine the kind of represented features inside the virtual sensors. In a second step the available information of sensor hardware is used to specify new behaviors which support the existing behavior network.
In [4] , [5] a simple task-dependent representation of the environment is proposed based on the effective field of view which is a collection of recent sensor values. Here markers represent objects relevant to an agent's task holding information about the type and location of objects. The work at hand uses a local grid map containing information similar to markers with arbitrarily extensible attributes. A sector-based data structure furthermore provides a means of simplified access to relevant sensor data.
Other approaches use occupancy grid maps [6] , [7] for representing the environment. If detailed properties are required for task execution this form does not provide enough information. In contrast to this approach topological maps as presented in [8] are applicable for large-scale navigation only and therefore cannot be used for the tasks in the given scenarios. In [9] and later publications the concept of logical sensors is introduced. Semantically meaningful features are extracted and coupled with predefined control tasks which are organized in an object entity hierarchy. Similar to this idea the work at hand focusses on the abstraction from sensor level semantics to yield a rich standardized representation as an interface to generic behavior modules. This combines the power of behavior-based control architectures with the flexibility of adaptable yet standardized sensor information which supports the design and maintenance of complex systems.
III. BEHAVIOR-BASED NAVIGATION
For complicated ranking maneuvers in narrow driving situations a frequently updated representation of the local terrain is mandatory as sensor systems cannot monitor the complete vicinity of the robot. Fig. 1 depicts the proposed concept for obstacle detection and avoidance facilities on mobile platforms. At first, sensor data is analyzed as to ground and obstacle structures (Sensor Processing e.g. [10] ). After that abstract terrain information is aggregated into the Short-term Memory which is then cast into independent Views by generic Virtual Sensors which represent a generic interface for the robot's control system. Note that Virtual Sensors can be defined to monitor different aspects and cover arbitrary sections of the terrain to separate distinct concerns. Furthermore, decisions taken on the control layer can transparently be superimposed on the sensor processing layer. The following sections give a short overview of the concepts for data representation, abstraction, and usage in behavior-based systems.
A. Short-term memory
Inspired by the multi-level approach presented in [11] the authors propose a short-term memory [12] , [10] for storing detailed obstacle information. The fundamental data structure is a scrollable grid map which is orientation-fixed with respect to the absolute working coordinate system (WCS) of the robot. Ground properties and obstacle structures are stored in the corresponding map elements on the basis of coordinates in the WCS. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of the grid map which is scrolled row-and column-wise such that the vehicle always resides in the center of the absolute map. That way the representation's memory footprint is constant and access is computationally feasible as only the vicinity of the robot is monitored. In order to achieve maximal flexibility map element can be subtyped to adapt to the requirements of specific sensor processing units. Most of the time parametrization of a very general derivation suffices.
B. Virtual sensors as interface to the behavior-based network
The short-term memory introduced above keeps detailed information on the robot's vicinity. In principle this implies that instances of this data structure reflect properties specific for certain sensors and evaluation algorithms. On the sensor processing layer this is necessary and legitimate, yet on the control layer common interfaces to sensor data have to be defined to support thorough control methodologies.
Behavior modules require only particular aspects of the rich information stored in the short-term memory. Therefore, an additional representation layer -the virtual sensor layer -is employed to provide a powerful yet slim interface for the behavior-based network. The authors suggest to abstract different aspects and ranges of the robot's environment in terms of polar and Cartesian sector maps (see Fig. 3 ). Polar maps are defined by start and stop angle whereas Cartesian maps have an extent in positive and negative y-direction. Both structures allow for the specification of the number of sectors (i.e. the sampling) and a maximal distance which represents the range of the virtual sensor. Each sector holds the most prominent representative in the form of a polar or Cartesian coordinate as well as a relevance value used for abstract sensor fusion or consideration in the behaviors. Note that sector maps are two dimensional in the first place but can be defined to monitor a certain height. That way virtual sensors can monitor 3d cuboids (Cartesian) or wedges (polar). Virtual sensors are defined relative to the robot and are usually fixedly mounted IV. BEHAVIOR-BASED OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE In the following the reader shall be given an idea of how virtual sensor descriptions can be derived from the necessities of the control approach. For that purpose a collision avoidance behavior network suitable for a variety of vehicles will be introduced. The control system will conform to the iB2C 3 [1] architecture which supports the hierarchical composition of basic behaviors to form complex and extensible networks. The reference implementation of iB2C is embedded into the C++ robot control framework MCA2-KL 4 which is developed at the Robotics Research Lab in Kaiserslautern.
A. Behavior modules -the fundamental units in iB2C
The fundamental building block in iB2C is the behavior module (see Fig. 4 , left). Each behavior B has a stimulation input s ∈ [0, 1] representing the intended relevance of B. The inverse effect is achieved by the inhibition input i ∈ [0, 1]. The combination of stimulation and inhibition is the activation ι = s · (1 − i). Each behavior generates two behavior signals that allow for deducing information about its state and its assessment of the current situation. The activity a ∈ [0, 1] represents the amount of influence in the behavior network, the target rating r ∈ [0, 1] deals as an indicator for the contentment of the behavior. The intelligence of a behavior is provided by its transfer function F which determines the output vector u using the input e moderated by s and i.
Competing behaviors are coordinated by standardized fusion behaviors (Fig. 4, right) which provide the very same interface as basic behavior modules. The input vector e of fusion behaviors is composed of the activities a c , the target ratings r c , and the output vectors u c of the particular competing behaviors B c . The transfer function F is the fusion function (weighted or maximum) processing the input vector value-wise to a merged output vector u (For structural example see Fig. 5 ).
B. Behaviors using virtual sensors
In order to profit from the sensor abstraction layer introduced in Section III-B many behaviors are designed to process virtual sensors as input vector e. Besides applications preferring free space or following obstacles at the side of the vehicle the fundamental safety properties are fulfilled by behaviors for slowing the vehicle down and turning it away from obstacles. Following the iB2C design principles behaviors are decomposed into forward/backward and left/right. Each of these vehicle directions is influenced by behaviors using (Fig. 5) . In this illustration three keep distance behaviors are coordinated using a fusion behavior which provides all information required to form a group with all outputs of standard behaviors. That way composed abstract behaviors can be integrated into the network as if they were simple behaviors (Fig. 6) . Here the keep distance behaviors gradually overwrite commands from higher behavior layers in order to ensure fundamental safety properties. Besides the keep distance behaviors the network consists of evasion behaviors turning the vehicle away from frontal obstacles because in this case the keep distance behaviors rule out each other. The conflation of the two rotation directions is done via a fusion behavior Rotation. The vehicle control output is then generated by the Rotation Control Output behavior.
C. Keep distance behaviors
The class of keep distance behaviors observes polar sector maps at the front and rear of the vehicle. In case of close obstacles a rotation of the vehicle is executed depending on the position of the hindrance, i.e. distance and angle. According to the structure of the behavior network a distinction between left and right is undertaken.
Listing 1 describes the transfer function of the keep distance behaviors. For each of the sectors the distance and angle of the closest detected obstacle are extracted from the sector map (lines 4-5). In order to normalize values two functions are used which transfer the arbitrary distance and angle values to the interval [0, 1]: the distance reaction function and the angle reaction function. The reaction of the behavior is calculated as the maximal value of the product of these functions (lines 6-8) leading to a maximal reaction for close frontal obstacles and less reaction for close obstacles near the side. Depending on the supervised region the left and right rotation of the vehicle is provided as output (lines 10-21). The activity and target rating (see section IV) are determined according to the calculated reaction value (lines 22-23). d i s t a n c e = s e c t o r . o b s t a c l e . m i n d i s t a n c e ; 5 a n g l e = s e c t o r . o b s t a c l e . a n g l e ;
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D. Evasion behaviors
The functionality of the keep distance behaviors is supported by evasion behaviors supervising Cartesian sector maps at the front and rear of the vehicle. Again a distinction between different obstacle types as introduced for the keep distance behaviors is made. Each of these aspects is implemented as a separate behavior reacting on obstacles stored in the respective sector map. All instances of the evasion behavior are used as a trigger for a central decision behavior executing an evasion behavior to the left or right side.
Listing 2 shows the transfer function of the evasion behavior. The minimal obstacle distance is evaluated by iterating through all sectors (line 4-8). The result is evaluated in respect to the parameters activation_distance (line 10) and deactivation_distance (line 14) resulting in a hysteresis for switching on and off. If close obstacles are detected the behavior's activity and target rating indicate the central decision behavior that an evasive maneuver is to be executed (lines 19-20). 
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The above behaviors are reused several times for different sensors and aspects and therefore allow a successive extension of the behavior network. As there is no need for changing the behavior network new sensors or sensor processing methods can easily be used to improve the control systems functionality. Integration tests of new behaviors are then supported by the iB2C tools.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section the validity of the proposed approach shall be illustrated by example of the mobile off-road platform RAVON (see Fig. 7 ). For clarity reasons and lack of space the authors focus on the integration of a 3D-laser-based obstacle detection facility [10] . The concrete example in view the reader should keep in mind that the authors' approach is exemplified yet in no way limited to this application.
A. The mobile off-road platform RAVON
The off-road platform RAVON features a variety of sensor systems for obstacle detection [14] . Horizontally mounted 2D laser scanners monitor close range safety zones (front and rear). A stereo camera system and a 3D laser scanner at the front side provide terrain information up to a distance of 15 m. Furthermore a spring-mounted bumper system is used to detect hindrances on a tactile basis to detect shortcuts in high vegetation. The robot has a 4WD with four separate motors. Front and rear axis can be steered independently allowing for advanced driving maneuvers like tight radii or parallel steering. RAVON has the dimensions of a city car, weighs about 650 kg and can ascend and descend slopes of 45
• at max. vel. of 2 m/s. 
B. 3D-laser-based obstacle detection
The 3D scanner on RAVON is built up using a SICK LMS291 5 mounted on a panning mechanism 6 such that the scanning plane is perpendicular to the ground. Every scan yields a vertical section of the terrain which allows for a meaningful interpretation on the basis of the immanent ground references. On RAVON several aspects have been separated on the basis of virtual sensors in order to support traceability and integration testing using the iB2C tools.
1) According to the current vehicle motion regions at the front and the rear are distinguished. 2) A spatial division into three height levels is used for approximating the vehicle shape. 3) A semantic distinction is made between possibly negotiable obstacles (using tactile facilities) and critical obstacles which have to be avoided under all circumstances.
C. Off-road trials
In order to show the performance of the designed control system a test run in harsh terrain is presented in this section. The testing area is the Palatine Forest 7 in the region around Kaiserslautern. RAVON was given a target area in terms of a GPS coordinate which is located about 1 km air-line distance from the starting position. Intermediate way points were not provided or generated by the higher level navigation system [15] which is not subject to this work. The robot is thus continuously drawn in the direction of the target area avoiding obstacles on the basis of the behavior-based obstacle detection and avoidance facilities introduced above. characteristic driving situations which will be discussed in detail. These two places have been marked in the robot pose trace depicted in Figure 9 (left). The obstacle configuration is given in terms of a short-term memory snapshot and a camera image taken from the robot's stereo vision system (Fig. 9 right) . In the short-term memory the robot and the sector maps, as they were used by the behavior network, are indicated. Hindrances displayed in green are potentially negotiable whereas red ones are critical. Gray sectors are free space where the length of the ray indicates the last detected ground point (current line of sight in this direction). Figure 10 shows the activity distribution inside the safety behavior network in the situation at checkpoint 1. A behavior's activity is indicated by a green filling becoming darker the more active a behavior is. Similarly the color of edges between behaviors shows the amount of stimulation (down edges, green) and of inhibition (up edges, red). In the present situation close obstacles at the front right (see Fig. 9 ) cause an activity of behaviors for a sideward motion (Fig. 10 left) , for rotating away from hindrances ( Fig. 10 center) , and for slowing the vehicle down (Fig. 10 right) .
More specifically the keep distance behaviors for sideward motion to the right (included in the behavioral group KD Sidew Right) become active and overrule any influence from higher layers by inhibiting the fusion behavior for left and right sideward input ((F) Sidew Left (Input) and (F) Sidew Right (Input) respectively) and by proposing sideward left and right values with a high activity to (F) Sidew Left (KD) and (F) Sidew Right (KD). As a motion to the left is intended the Sidew Left behavior becomes active and transfers the sideward motion value to the Sidew Control Output behavior which is connected to the vehicle control system. The structure of the rotational part is similar to the sideward part only that the keep distance behaviors evoke rotational movements via the Rotation Control Output. Here keep distance behaviors turn the vehicle away from close obstacles (FW KD R Rot). Evasion behaviors are not active as there is free space to the left of the robot. The velocity reduction in the presented situation is performed by the behavioral group FW Obst Slow Down which overwrites inputs from higher layers using a high activity. As all other influencing behaviors remain inactive the reduced velocity value is transferred via several fusion behaviors to the Velocity Control Output behavior resulting in a low vehicle velocity for the time of close obstacles.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a sensor abstraction layer for supporting an action/perception-oriented robot control design. Introducing standardized virtual sensors allows for both task driven selection of sensor information and extension of functionality by using new sensor information. The extensibility of the approach is supported by reusable behavior modules. The validity of the approach was proven during many experiments in simulation and in reality. Particularly in narrow driving situations the multi-layered virtual sensor phalanx proposed by the authors augmented the navigational capabilities of RAVON. 
